= (27r)-
w J e-'*'*k*(x, has the symbol k*(x ly X(f 2 )). Here the subscripts indicate that the multiplication by the variable x is performed before the differentiation corresponding to the co-variable f. We write also k**(x, X(f)) for k*(x l9 XO. The Fourier Transform of k^JC exists and has finite //-maximum norm Theorem [5] . Suppose that ptEJt, p(x, %)>Q. If X(|)eC 2 , X(0) = 0, and X, Xg «^rf X ?g ^r^ bounded, then for all h and some constant K.
This particular form of the Lax-Nirenberg theorem is a sharp form of Theorem 3, [7] , p. 159 ; in fact the proof of the latter requires that p be positive definite, p>0.
Corollary [5] , // \ = k/h satisfies then Friedrichs' scheme 2n is stable in the sense of Lax-Richtmyer. Here //, 0 is the supremum of the spectral radius of the regularly hyperbolic matrix So/C*)?./ over If I s ! anc * all x^R™. This corollary is a strong form of Theorem 13 4, [7] , p. 162. The latter had only strict inequality in (1.2). Our corollary follows from the proof of Theorem 4 [7] , pp. 162-165, if in the last step of the proof one applies our theorem instead of Theorem 3 [7] . Therefore we need only prove our theorem.
We adapt to the case at hand Friedrichs' proof [1, 6] of the Lax-Nirenberg theorem for pseudo-differential operators.
Choose a smooth even mollifier q 2 (a) with support in the unit sphere, |cr|<l, and integral 1, This completes the proof of the theorem.
